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Cryptography

Prof. Dr. Joahim von zur Gathen, Konstantin Ziegler

7. Assignment: Index alulus, generators and yli

subgroups

(Due: Thursday, 17 Deember 2009, 2359)

Exerise 7.1 (smooth numbers and index alulus). In the �rst part of this

exerise, onsider the fator base B = f2; 3; 5; 7; 11g onsisting of the �rst �ve

prime numbers.

We want to get a feeling for the probability that a randomly hosen number

in the range from 1 to 1000 fators over B, i.e. is B-smooth.

(i) (3 points) In a loop, draw random integers between 1 and 1000. Test

whether they fator over B (note that no omplete fatorization is re-

quired for this). Repeat until you have found 20 B-smooth numbers.

The fration 20=i, where i is the total number of performed iterations,

is an estimate for the fration of B-smooth numbers among the integers

between 1 and 1000. What is yours?

In the seond part, we want to see the index alulus in ation. We are

interested in the multipliative group G = Z�p with p = 227 and generator

g = 2. We hoose as fator base B = f2; 3; 5; 7; 11g with all primes up to the

bound B = 11.

In the preproessing step we ompute the disrete logarithms of all elements

in the fator base B.

(ii) (3 points) Instead of randomly hoosing exponents e and testing, whether

ge mod p fators over B, we have already prepared a list with suitable

exponents for you. Let e take values from f40; 59; 66g, give the fator-

ization of ge mod p over B and the orresponding linear ongruene

modulo (p� 1) involving the disrete logarithms of the elements in B.
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(iii) (2 points) The disrete logarithm of the generator g = 2 is obviously

1, but even with this information, the three linear relations from (ii)

are not enough to determine the remaining four unknown disrete loga-

rithms. Find one additional linear ongruene from an exponent e > 10

yourself.

(iv) (3 points) Assuming that your additional ongruene is linearly inde-

pendent from the three previous ones, solve the system of ongruenes

for the disrete logarithms of the base elements. (If you do this by

hand, note that division by 2 is impossible modulo (p� 1). If you use

a omputer algebra system, note that those are aware of this prob-

lem and have speial ommands to solve systems of ongruenes with

a given module, e.g. msolve in MAPLE, solve_mod in SAGE and

LinearSolve[A, b, Modulus -> m℄ in Mathematia.)

One we have found the disrete logarithms for the elements in the fator

base, we an �nally ompute the disrete logarithm of any element x in the

group with the following method:

Æ Choose random exponents e until xge mod p fators over B, say xge �

p
�1
1 p

�2
2 � � � p

�h
h .

Æ The orresponding linear relation reads

dlogg x+ e = �1 dlogg p1 + �2 dlogg p2 + � � �+ �h dlogg ph mod (p� 1)

Æ Sine all the dlogg pi have already been determined in the preproessing

step, you an solve this equation modulo (p� 1) for dlogg x.

(v) (3 points) Apply this proedure to ompute dlog2 224 in Z�227.
Exerise 7.2 (Change of generators). Let G be a �nite yli group of or-

der d. Let g be a generator of G. Let us see, what we an �nd about possible

other generators of G and the onsequenes for DLG.

(i) (3 points) Given a generator g, only ertain powers gi qualify as gen-

erators of G. Find out whih and prove your riterion.
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(ii) (2 points) Given two generators g and g0, the respetive disrete loga-

rithms for an arbitrary element x 2 G are linked by the fundamental

identity

dlogg0 x = dlogg x dlogg0 g:

Prove it.

(iii) (3 points) Given two generators g and g0 of G, prove the polynomial-

time equivalene

DLg = DLg0 :

Exerise 7.3 (Cyli subgroups). Given a �nite group G of omposite or-

der d. Sine G itself need not be yli, we are looking for yli subroups.

Our tool to study subgroups of G is the exponention map �e, de�ned for

e 2 N by

�e : G! G; �e(x) = x
e
:

Let He � G be the image of �e.

(i) (1 point) Prove that He is a subgroup of G.

(ii) (2 points) Assume gd(e; d) = 1 and prove that �e is a permutation of

G.

Let p be a prime that divides d exatly one. We ask ourselves, if there is a

subgroup of order p. The following theorem answers that question.

Theorem. If a prime p divides the order of a group, then this group ontains

an element of order p.

Now, that suh an element { and therefore a subgroup { of order p is guaran-

teed to exist, we look for a way to atually �nd a subgroup of order p. Our

andidate is Hd=p.

(i) (2 points) Prove that every element in Hd=p has either order 1 or order

p using the lemma from the leture on the e�ets of the exponentation

map �e on a yli group and its generators.

(ii) (2 points) Use the theorem from above to prove that Hd=p ontains

elements of order p. This proves that p divides #Hd=p.
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(iii) (3 points) Finally, prove that #Hd=p is equal to p by assuming the

ontrary and arriving at a ontradition using the beforementioned

theorem one again.

(iv) (2 points) Find a subgroup of order 11 in Z�331 and name a generator.
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